
REGISTER NOW »

SAFETY + HEALTH 
CONFERENCE

All keynote speaker sessions will be both in-person at the Fargo Delta and
hybrid via zoom. CEU's are available upon request.  

*All Agenda tentative and subject to change. The final schedule will be
communicated via email to all registered participants to ensure you can
attend the sessions of interest to you.

topics you won't want to miss!*
Registration is open from now through 

 November 29 at: 
nrasp.org/conference

KEYNOTE  SPEAKERS
announcing our

2021

NOVEMBER 30 DECEMBER 1

ALICIA RAINWATER
Generational

Differences in the
Workplace

DAVE CAPERTON
Laugh: To Be
on the Safe

Side

http://nrasp.org/conference
http://nrasp.org/conference


PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Alicia Rainwater is a Certified Keynote Speaker at The
Center for Generational Kinetics. 

Alicia’s personal experiences working with multiple
generations as a non-profit leader, school counselor,
and medical social worker make her a powerful and
inspiring speaker that effectively demonstrates how
to solve generational challenges with employees and
customers.

She has received a tremendous response to her
engaging delivery that combines The Center’s latest
research and how-to with her unique experience
working with clients. 

KEYNOTE TOPIC:

Generational Differences in the
Workplace

Alicia was funny, pointed, interesting, and challenging.
I loved, let me emphasize loved, the fact that she gave
the audience a list of things they could take away and
start using immediately. The feedback we received
from everyone was that of high praise and enjoyment.
We would highly recommend other companies using
Alicia and would definitely engage her services again if
the opportunity arose.” 

— Lynne Schultz Tri-State Marketing Associates

Research shows that workplaces that cultivate an
emotionally healthy culture have fewer workplace
accidents and work-related illness claims.

Dave Caperton is a national speaker and author who
blends laughter and research to show how living and
working with intentional joy is an act of leadership,
courage and a disciplined will. 

He has presented for over 800 successful
organizations, Fortune 500 companies and top
healthcare, education and government institutions all
over North America on the ways that a culture of joy
drives success, unleashes creativity, strengthens
health, increases engagement, super-charges
learning, fosters compassionate service and disrupts
stress.

Why the first and best tool for health and safety is mindset
How strong connections and trust reduce risk
Why morale is critical and what needs must be met to improve it
How compassionate humor reduces workplace stress and builds
connections
How to use humor to connect with others even if you aren’t funny
How perception creates reality and how misperception can
increase real risk
What smart organizations do to reduce accidents and illness and
make work safer and a more positive experience for everyone
How to use the power of one to lead change right where you are,
right now

KEYNOTE TOPIC + WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:
Laugh: To Be On the Safe Side

DAVE 
CAPERTON

ALICIA
RAINWATER

KEYNOTE  BIOS
NOVEMBER 30

DECEMBER 1

BOTH KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
START AT 8AM TUES/WED


